
 

BID ADDENDUM #2 
 

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
455 NORTH REXFORD DRIVE 

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 90210 
310-285-2590

 
Bid Number:  Bid 19-27 Solar Powered Wireless Video Camera 
 
Bid Opening Date:  5/9/2019 2:00 PM  
   5/14/2019 2:00 PM 
 
TO:   PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS 
FROM:  CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS  
  INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY  
DATE:  5/7/2019  
RE:  BID #19-27 – Solar Powered Wireless Video Cameras ADDENDUM #2 
 No Additional Questions Will Be Accepted. 

 
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: 
 
1. Q.  Section IV- under Bid Proposal and Total Cost there is reference to (Attachment A). Is 

there an additional attachment to the Bid Package?  
A. There is no attachment A, only the specifications / price sheet, “Section III. 

  

2. Q.  Outside of this Bid Package are there any additional forms that are needed.  
A.  No additional forms are needed.  If selected we may request a W-9. 

 
3. Q.  Are you looking for two different cameras, line item 1 and line item 2?  

A.  Either one or two cameras.  The unit(s) should have the functionality to produce 
streaming video and still images.   

 
4. Q.  If both, what would the specific breakdown of quantities be for 27 units?  

A.  Please provide pricing per unit.   
 
5. Q.  Does the camera need to weigh less than 10 pounds with the solar panel and batteries?   

A.  The City would prefer a weight of less than 10 pounds total.  However, please provide 
pricing for the camera that best meets the specifications and identify any variation from 
the specifications.   
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6. Q.  Since having many cellular-connected cameras on line requires a considerable cellular 
management system, does the city have a management system or do we bid that as a 
separate item?  

 A.  You should stick to what was requested in the RFP and do not assume that the City 
is requesting any additional items.   

 
7. Q.  Does the city have a video management system, such as Genetec, that you need these 

cameras to integrate into? Or do we bid a video management system? 
 A.  You should stick to what was requested in the RFP and do not assume that the City 

is requesting any additional items.   
 
8. Q.  Does the city have a server that you wish to use to integrate these cameras into a single 

control center? 
 A.  You should stick to what was requested in the RFP and do not assume that the City 

is requesting any additional items.   
 
9. Q.  You want the built-in video analytics to trigger a thermal image capture on motion, do 

you also want an alert sent to the monitoring center? 
 A.  You should stick to what was requested in the RFP and do not assume that the City 

is requesting any additional items.   
 
The City is looking at options for selecting the wireless camera system that best fits the City’s 
needs.  Please respond with a minimum of the qualifications requested.  You may provide 
various options, which will be reviewed by the City accordingly.  However, please do not provide 
pricing for any additional materials that aren’t requested in the RFP. 
 
If you have already submitted a bid and would like to modify it in any way, please submit a 
modified bid using the same formalities, along with a letter noting that the later bid specifically 
supersedes the first proposal submitted. 


